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Russia Invades Ukraine: 
What Does This Mean for the Financial Markets? 

 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has added an additional source of uncertainty to an already 
anxious stock market. While the direct exposure to Russia and Ukraine for any of our clients is 
extremely small, the impact of an extended period of military conflict between both countries 
may have ramifications for the global economy and the financial markets. We continue to 
closely monitor this situation and will adjust client portfolios as developments dictate. 
 
How Big Are the Russian and Ukrainian Economies? 
According to the World Bank, the Russian and Ukrainian economies accounted for only 1.31% 
and 0.14% of 2020 global economic output, respectively. Given the size of these economies, 
the direct impact on global growth due to a sharp decline in economic activity in both countries 
will be minimal. However, the indirect impact from a sustained rise in certain commodity prices 
caused by supply disruptions or sanction-related access restrictions will have ramifications for 
specific geographic regions and sectors of the global economy.  
 
Russia is the second largest producer of natural gas in the world and is the 3rd largest oil 
producer behind the U.S. and Saudi Arabia1. Since the European Union (“EU”) receives 40% 
of its gas and 27% of its oil from Russia2, any disruption in the flow of these commodities, 
either from Russia cutting supplies or from sanctions levied on Russian energy, could have 
profound negative effects on the EU economy. China, however, will benefit from this situation 
given the country’s direct pipeline linkages to Russia and its ability to purchase cheaper 
Russian energy. Russia is also a major supplier of industrial and precious metals while Ukraine 
is a key exporter of neon gas, critical to the production of semiconductors, and supplies 40% of 
the world’s palladium, 80% of which is used in catalytic converters for automobiles3. Lastly, 
Russia and Ukraine produce 19% of global corn supplies, 29% of global wheat exports, 80% of 
global sunflower oil exports2, and both countries are major suppliers of potash and other 
fertilizer components.  
 
In response to Russia’s unprovoked, full-scale invasion of Ukraine, the U.S. and its allies have 
imposed the most comprehensive set of multilateral economic sanctions ever applied to a 
major global economy4. These sanctions include blocking transactions with Russian state-
owned enterprises and large Russian banks and freezing the assets of Vladimir Putin and 
other Russian elites (“oligarchs”). They also restrict export of semiconductors and other 
technology to Russia and impose restrictions on the Central Bank of the Russian Federation. 
The restrictions placed on Russia’s central bank, including blocking Russia from using the 
global SWIFT messaging system, are relatively extraordinary and are intended to cut Russia 
off from “Fortress Russia” or $630 billion of foreign exchange reserves5 that could have been 
used to mitigate the impact of sanctions. In addition to government-imposed sanctions, several 
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large corporations, including those within the energy and shipping industries, have begun “self-
sanctioning” or cutting business ties with Russia to avoid future sanction risk and/or to manage 
reputational risk. 
 
Prior to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the financial markets were recalibrating to a rising 
interest rate environment. Both stock and bond prices were under pressure due to higher 
uncertainty over the pace and breadth of monetary policy tightening by the U.S. Federal 
Reserve (“Fed”) and, to a lesser extent, other major central banks to combat high inflation. Our 
view was that inflation was in the process of peaking and would decelerate over the course of 
this year due to lower base year effects, declining COVID infections rates, continued 
normalization of supply chains, moderating durable goods demand, and slower economic 
growth. We also expected the Fed would not need to raise interest rates as aggressively as 
the market was anticipating given the deceleration in inflation and the expectation that financial 
conditions would tighten in response to the Fed’s efforts to unwind its balance sheet (i.e. sell 
the government and agency mortgage bonds that were purchased to stabilize the financial 
markets during the depths of the COVID crisis). As the financial markets coalesced towards 
these views, we expected bond price declines to stabilize and stock prices to rebound with 
major stock indices ending 2022 higher than where they started the year. We also expect 
foreign stocks to take a leadership position, outpacing U.S. stocks, given their steep valuation 
discount and the potential for higher earnings growth as most foreign economies are in the 
early stages of ending COVID-related lockdowns and restrictions. 
 
How Has the War Changed Things? 
Over the past 12 days since Russia invaded Ukraine, however, our views on the 
macroeconomic backdrop and financial markets have changed. It is probable Russia will not 
end its occupation of Ukraine until its government is overthrown and a new, pro-Kremlin, 
regime is installed. It is evident that Vladimir Putin overestimated Russia’s ability to quickly 
take Kyiv and the resolve of the Ukrainians to defend their sovereignty, but it is just a matter of 
time before the Russian military likely overwhelms Kyiv’s defenses. Even when Kyiv falls and 
Putin attempts to install a puppet government, the Second Chechen War and Russia’s 
campaign into Syria, have taught us that this conflict will likely drag on for multiple months to 
years depending on the strength of the Ukrainian resistance and the scale of its insurgency.  
 
We now anticipate inflationary pressures to persist longer than we originally expected due to 
continued disruption in the supply of key commodities originating from Russia/Ukraine, 
particularly oil and gas. The limited amount of “installed spare capacity” to ease supply 
constraints and the U.S. government’s intention to sanction Russian oil will put further strain on 
available oil supplies thereby contributing to higher oil prices over the near-term. While U.S. 
sanctions on Russian oil is largely symbolic (Russian oil only accounted for 3% of U.S. oil 
imports in 20216), Europe’s dependence on Russian energy means it is unlikely the European 
Union (“EU”) will levy their own sanctions. However, rising energy prices will negatively impact 
the pace of economic growth within Europe and the potential for Russia cutting off energy 
supplies to the EU could send the region into a recession.  
 
We are cognizant that oil prices have more than doubled versus a year ago, and history shows 
that a 100% increase in oil prices over a year usually precedes a recession7. Presently, we are 
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not concerned that high oil prices will trigger a U.S. recession since it is estimated that oil 
would need to rise by another 44% before causing meaningful demand destruction7. The oil 
market is also in a state of “backwardation,” which means the price of oil futures contracts (the 
prices market participants are willing to pay in the future or to hedge a future exposure) are 
lower than current oil prices. This infers the market expects oil prices to drop from current 
levels over the course of this year.  
 
An analysis of eight key geopolitical crises since 1990 has shown that U.S. stocks have had 
positive returns three months after each crisis while developed international and emerging 
market stocks had positive returns in six and seven instances respectively8. Another analysis 
shows that U.S. stocks have averaged a 19%+ return twelve months after recent major 
geopolitical events9. Our working assumption for now is that the Russian/Ukraine war remains 
contained within Ukraine’s borders and NATO forces do not enter the conflict. Stock prices will 
continue to be under pressure over the near-term until the financial markets get greater 
comfort with this outlook after which we expect U.S. stocks to experience a meaningful 
rebound.  
 
We are more sanguine over the prospects for international developed market stocks over the 
near-term given the risk to economic growth in Europe. The steep discount international 
developed stocks are trading at will provide a cushion to further price corrections but sentiment 
towards these securities will remain negative until there is more clarity into the pricing and 
supply dynamics within the energy market. We maintain a favorable view on emerging market 
stocks given meaningful fiscal policy support in China and the positive expectations for 
commodity exporters given higher commodity prices. 
 
For many clients, we anticipate redirecting capital that would have been added to international 
developed market equities and “high beta” sectors, such as small cap stocks and cyclically 
oriented sector investments, towards actively managed, global large capitalization stock 
strategies. Doing so, where appropriate, can incrementally shift client stock holdings towards 
larger company U.S. stocks, thereby lowering overall volatility. It will also enable client 
portfolios to more dynamically shift towards higher international developed market exposures 
based on the discretion of the underlying manager. Should the situation in Ukraine deteriorate 
significantly, we will look to reduce or eliminate certain equity investments to further reduce 
risk.  
 
What Will the Fed Do About Interest Rates? 
Our view that the Fed will take a more measured approach towards raising interest rates has 
not changed, but the potential for a policy error has increased. This is due to the increased 
difficulty for the Fed to address inflation while minimizing the disruption to the economy and 
financial markets from tighter monetary policy. (A policy error occurs when the Fed either 
raises rates too much or too little to effectively address inflation. Both situations typically 
precede recessions.) We will look for opportunities to further enhance the quality of bonds in 
client portfolios where appropriate to reduce overall portfolio volatility. We have been happy 
with the results of our clients’ diversified real asset investments since these assets provide a 
hedge against inflation while serving as a viable substitute to holding more bonds given their 
relatively stable income streams. 
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What Should I Do if I Am Taking Regular Withdrawals From My Investment Portfolio? 
During periods of turbulence in the financial markets, we tend to adjust client portfolio 
distributions. Instead of rebalancing portfolios periodically to raise cash for anticipated 
withdrawals, we tend to liquidate bond funds for the needed cash. This prevents us from 
having to sell stocks when their values are down, giving client portfolios more opportunity to 
benefit from the eventual recovery in stocks. If you have any questions, we would be glad to 
discuss what is most appropriate for you.  
 
Stay Focused on the Very Big Picture 
The combination of the coronavirus pandemic, widening political differences, and now this new 
war, create sufficient reasons for concern. We suggest focusing on the very big picture for 
perspective… 
 
Unless the world chooses authoritarianism over a democratic, free market economic system, 
companies and not countries will continue to provide consumers with goods and services. 
Companies need consumers and growing revenue and profits to reward shareholders. Every 
country that is not a dictatorship that has made an economic change in the past 30 years has 
moved to or toward a free market system. The near-term stock losses will be replaced by gains 
when this military aggression by Putin is eventually resolved.  
 
What we know about authoritarianism is that the people in power do very well and that 
creativity and incentive are blunted for most citizens. Hence, everyone outside the USA wants 
what we have; opportunity. There are now challenges to global security by these “strongman” 
leaders (yes, they are currently all men). The world will decide how we respond to these 
threats. The financial markets will recover as they always do. Patience is one of the most 
important tools we can employ for investment success.  
 
 
Footnotes: 
1 Oil Market and Russian Supply. Data as of 12/31/22. www.IEA.org 
2 02/24/22. J.P. Morgan Eye on the Market: Russia/Ukraine and US LNG: Energy Implications Report. JPMorgan 
Capital Markets research portal 
3 03/04/22. Russia-Ukraine Update conference call with Rajit Jain, Chairman, CIO & Portfolio 
4 03/04/22. S. R. Anderson. What Sanctions Has the World Put on Russia? www.lawfareblog.com 
5 02/28/22. D. Psaledakis. U.S. slaps sanctions on Russia’s central bank, threatens more action. 
www.retuers.com 
6 02/22/22. Al Jazeera Staff. How much oil does the US get from Russia? www.aljazeera.com 
7 03/02/22. A. Salzman. Oil’s Spike Could Bring a Recession, History Shows. www.barrons.com 
Manager GQG Partners 
8 02/22/22 Year of the Tiger or Year of the Hawk. John Tousley, Goldman Sachs Asset Management Global Head 
of Market Strategy and Candace Tse, Global Head of Strategic Advisory Solutions 
9 03/02/22. D. Lebovitz. How should I think about geopolitics and volatility? www.jpmorgan.com 
 

 
This information was compiled by Ginsburg Financial Advisors. 
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The views stated in this newsletter are not necessarily the opinion of Cetera Advisor Networks 
LLC and should not be construed directly or indirectly as an offer to buy or sell any securities 
mentioned herein. Due to volatility within the markets mentioned, opinions are subject to 
change with notice. Information is based on sources believed to be reliable; however, their 
accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.  
 
Nothing in this presentation should be construed as offering or disseminating specific 
investment, tax, or legal advice to any individual without the benefit of direct and specific 
consultation with an investment advisor representative. Information contained herein shall not 
constitute an offer or a solicitation of any services. Past performance is not a guarantee of 
future results.  
 
All investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. There is no assurance that 
any investment strategy will be successful. A diversified portfolio does not assure a profit or 
protect against loss in a declining market. 
 
No independent analysis has been performed and the material should not be construed as 
investment advice. Investment decisions should not be based on this material since the 
information contained here is a singular update, and prudent investment decisions require the 
analysis of a much broader collection of facts and context. All information is believed to be 
from reliable sources; however, we make no representation as to its completeness or 
accuracy. The opinions expressed are as of the date published and may change without 
notice. Any forward-looking statements are based on assumptions, may not materialize, and 
are subject to revision.  
 
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses associated 
with municipal fund securities before investing. This information is found in the issuer's official 
statement and should be read carefully before investing. 
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